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The electronic newspaper as a mean for linguistic and cultural competence formation of foreign communicators 
O. V. Burko 
Abstract. This article is devoted to the algorithm of formation of linguistic and cultural competences by foreign students. An emphasis is 
placed on the reasons for their interest in the electronic newspaper "Aviator". An online survey of foreign communicants about it is present-
ed. A number of innovative techniques for distance learning have been developed: work with the electronic archive of the "Aviator" newspa-
per, composition of the illustrated online dictionary "Newspaper", combination of open tests with the presentation of NAU partner cities, "A 
circle of newspaper readers". Mastering in it will help foreign communicators to immerse in the socio-cultural space of the university. 
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Abstract. At the beginning of the second half of the twentieth century in the UK there have been significant changes in society and the
world at large. Before that, it concerned socio-political and technological aspects. The content of education, forms and methods of 
teaching at that time did not meet these requirements. All this was covered in numerous reports and publications by British teachers.
They sought to overcome the tradition of underestimating the importance of pedagogical theory in solving practical issues of school 
activities, in connection with which considerable attention was paid to the analysis of curricula and programs and the study of school 
education.

Keywords: school education, curricula, teachers, research.

The purpose of the article identifies the content of 
education, forms and methods of teaching language 
education in primary school.

Materials and methods. In order to determine the 
content of education, forms and methods of teaching, 
research work of a practical nature, as well as theoretical
research was conducted. The social level of primary school 
students was studied

Results and their discussion. In Britain, it was decided 
to reform the curriculum. Many features of the content of 
education were considered and studied.

In the practice of schools, a number of shortcomings 
were identified: 1) the exceptional attention paid to the 
teaching and "extraction" of ready-made information by 
students; 2) excessive specialization and lack of 
relationships between subjects; 3) academicism; 4) 
excessive pressure of exams on the content of education [2, 
p. 44-45].

The School Board for the Development of Curricula at 
the Ministry of Education and Science of England 
conducted research work of a practical nature. Local 
centers on the basis of school educational institutions also 
conducted similar practical research.

The shortcomings of school education reflected the 
underestimation of the role of active independent activity 
of students by teachers-analysts and contempt for factual 
knowledge by representatives of pedocentrism.

In school education, the purpose of learning was 
determined in accordance with the beliefs of the theoretical 
currents of scientists and teachers at that time. The main 
thing was to understand the nature of the educational 
process. The essence of learning was to reveal the innate 
abilities of the child, to accumulate individual experience, 
to discover knowledge. Much attention was also paid to 
external factors, such as the environment in which the 
pupils are.

According to pedocentrists, according to their 
understanding of the purpose of education, the curriculum 
is not a purposeful program of knowledge acquisition by 
students, but is a means of attracting them to culture in the 
broadest sense, with specific ways of such involvement and 
standards of knowledge standards [12, p. 7].

Representatives of the pedagogy of linguistic analysis 
and well-known educators K. Richmond, J. Kerr, D. 
Wheeler insisted on a clear specification of the formulation 

of the goals of curricula [7, p. 70].
According to scientists, it was determined that the 

general educational goals should take the form of special 
tasks, the solution of which should direct the activities of 
students. The most fundamental at that time were the 
cognitive goals, which were to form the basis on which to 
develop all other educational goals. In curricula, goals 
should be clearly grouped and interconnected, and this 
relationship should determine the sequence of learning 
content. Therefore, they believe that it is important to 
determine the structure and form of the relationships that
exist between the goals.

Educators-analysts tried to identify separate, closely 
related elements of curriculum planning, contrasting such 
planning with the traditional in the country, which was 
based only on the content of educational material. P. Hirst 
identified three consecutive elements: 1) the goals of 
education (education of certain qualities of the mind, the 
acquisition of knowledge and skills, the development of 
values); 2) development of the program of various 
pedagogical types of activity necessary for achievement of 
the set educational purpose (character of teaching, 
excursions, discussions, exercises, laboratory works, etc.); 
3) the content of educational material [8, p. 143].

In the 70's of the twentieth century. J. Kerr developed 
specific questions of the theory of curriculum planning in 
accordance with the system of educational goals in the 
United Kingdom. He built a model of the theory of the 
curriculum taking into account the psychological, 
pedagogical, social and philosophical aspects of education. 
The researcher believed that the theory of the curriculum 
can be divided into four interrelated elements: learning 
goals, knowledge, learning experience in school and 
curriculum evaluation [4, p. 20].

According to J. Kerr, pedagogical goals should be 
achieved through learning, indicating that each stage of the 
curriculum sets its own goals. Namely, the level of 
development of students, their needs and interests 
(psychological basis of the program); social living 
conditions of students and problems they may face (social 
basis); the nature of educational material and types of 
learning that may arise during the study of educational 
material (philosophical basis). J. Kerr noted that "the final 
selection and sequence of goals should be based on modern 
principles of learning" [4, p. 22].
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